
Teaching and learning facilities for all areas of life
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Due to our high quality standards, our 
innovative and customer-oriented deve-
lopment, our professional competence 
and our reliability, our company, Mayr 
Schulmöbel, which was founded by 
Dir. Johann Mayr in 1968, has become 
the leading Austrian manufacturer for 
school equipment.
With his innovative and new concept 
for school furniture, according to which 
furniture and equipment ought to ad-
apt to the needs of students, rather 
than the other way round, the founder 
of our company already drew general 
attention and recognition all around the 
country in the company‘s early days. 
Ever since then we from Mayr Schul-
möbel have been designing and con-
structing our products with this idea in 
mind. This idea as well as a number of 

groundbreaking patents have led to a general increase 
in the standards of school furniture.
With this brochure we would like to introduce our com-
pany and give you an overview of our products and 
solutions for schools as well as offices. When planing 
new projects and designing rooms for our customers 
we are always making reference to the respective lear-
ning and teaching goals and are anxious to include 
them into our room concepts.
Our experienced and competent project managers 
will accompany and guide you throughout the project, 
from the planing process until completion. 

With more than 5000 products already available we are sure to find the right and ideal solution for 
your needs and will be happy to serve you.

Franz Josef Wiener                   Ing. Florian Huemer                                    
Managing Director                            Managing Director
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TEACHING AND LEARNING FACILITIES 
„MADE IN AUSTRIA“ 

On our areal of approximately 10.000 m² in Scharn-
stein, Upper Austria, we are using up-to-date pro-
duction processes in order to assure both, high ef-
ficiency as well as sustainability of our products. On 
a total of seven different production and assembly 
plants, our highly motivated and competent emplo-
yees are transforming raw materials to high quality 
products that are sure to meet the high expectations 
of our customers.

As for us “Made in Austria” not only stands for high 
quality products, but also for innovation and advan-
cement, we are constantly trying to improve and en-
hance our production processes.

MAYR SCHULMÖBEL
                An Austrian Family Enterprise

Factory building in Scharnstein
Office area: ~1.000 m²
Production area : ~12.000 m²
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■ CLASSROOM
      Student Desks and Chairs 

■ ALL-DAY SCHOOLS
      More Flexibility in Classrooms

■ INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
      Solutions for IT-Labs 

■ MULTIMEDIA ACCOUTREMENT 
      Interactive Teaching

■ NATURAL SCIENCES
      Biology, Physics & Chemistry

■ TEACHING KITCHEN
      Domestic Economy Education

■ STORAGE
      Cupboards for Schools

■ LIBRARY
      Wood & Steel

■ OFFICE
      & Administration

■ CHAIRS 
      Object Chairs and Office Chairs

■ HANDICRAFTS
      & Arts

■ OUTDOORS
      Outdoor Furniture

Our array of products comprises all the furni-
ture and equipment a school may need. Adja-
cent to students desks and chairs, we also pro-
vide solutions for labs for Physics, Chemistry, 
IT, kitchen, Handicrafts and Arts. Furthermore 
we provide high quality solutions for libraries, 
school offices as well as outdoor settings.

Our range of products comprises about 5000 
state of the art products which have all been 
proved and tested for high quality as well as 
durability.

EVERYTHING FROM ONE SOURCE         
                                                   Complete Furnishing for Schools
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Ergonomically shaped school furniture shall 
help to spare the spinal disks and strengthen 
back muscles. Thus it has always been our 
ambition to develop school furniture which 

adapt to the proportions of a student 
and offer as much space for move-
ment for a change of sitting posture 
as possible.

THE FUTURE OF OUR HEALTH IS PREVENTION AND STARTS IN CHILDHOOD

CLASSROOMS
            Student Desks and Chairs
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THE FLEXIBLE RANGE OF SPACE UTILIZATION

School is getting more and more children’s central living space. This requi-
res new furniture which are tailor made for a whole-day stay at schools.
Our flexible furniture can be rearranged quickly if required for frontal 
teaching, group work or homework assistance and individual instruction in 
the afternoon.

ALL-DAY SCHOOLS
              More Flexibility in Classrooms
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ERGONOMIC AND FUNCTIONAL

lines are housed in special canals and 
in a way that they are easily accessib-
le. Material, functional elements and 
design are harmoniously matched. 
Swivel chairs with sitting height adjust-
ment are an ergonomic requirement 
for the screen workplace.

Screen workplaces by Mayr Schulmöbel en-
sure an optimal ergonomy for students and 
teachers in the IT class.
Screen desks can be finished with skid or four-
base-framework and offer optimal leg space. 
In the tower corpus the computer is protected, 
however easy to handle. Electricity and data 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
                                  Concepts for IT Labs
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MODERN INTERACTIVE TEACHING

With the robust boards that are adjusted to the require-
ments of schools and their interactive classes and the wide 
range of furniture for the media domain media rooms can 
be optimally equipped.
Whether interactive whiteboard, media furniture for school 
or multifunctional media tables - it has never been so easy 
to offer modern and multimedia lessons in all their facets.

MULTI MEDIA EQUIPMENT          
                                                              Interactive Teaching
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MEDIA PROVISION FROM THE FLOOR 
OR THE CEILING

Beside the proven media provision firmly mounted on 
the floor we also provide media equipment from the 
ceiling for a variable room use for chemistry, physics 
and biology classes.
The equipment for your school‘s chemistry room co-
vers workplaces for students and teaching staff from 
a single source. Our laboratory equipment meets all 
safety standards and invites to exciting teaching and 
learning with an interactive character. Click through 
our facilities for the natural science room for more in-
formation.

NATURAL SCIENCES
                  Physics, Chemistry and Biology
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Adapted to the needs of home econo-
mics classes we have developed and 
selected appropriate and functional fur-
niture with regard to the latest ergonomic 
know-how.
Large working surfaces, ergonomic wor-
king heights, easy accessibility and op-
timal positioning of the cupboards are 

key-elements of planning and desig-
ning a teaching kitchen.
Our teaching kitchen facility relies 
on comprehensive solutions and 
numerous modules to ideally equip 
every school kitchen. In this teaching 
environment, home economics clas-
ses are twice as fun.

LARGE WORKING SURFACE – OPTIMAL ARRANGEMENT

TEACHING KITCHEN
                         Domestic Economy Education
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ORDER AND EFFECTIVENESS IN THE DAILY 
SCHOOL ROUTINE

Long-living for the school routine designed furniture contri-
bute to an orderly and effective school operation from the 
classrooms to the administration area. With the right school 
cupboard and the suitable accessories structure enters. Dis-
cover the school furniture cupboards, school furniture shel-
ves and even more selection by clicking on the category of 
your choice.

STORAGE
      Cupboards for Schools
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FUNCTIONAL AND MODERN

No matter whether you choose a classical steel shelf or rather a shelf 
combination of carefully selected beech wood, we have got the best 
solution for any taste.
In addition, a combination of both materials is possible. Thus, the 
cosy warmth of wooden shelf bottoms is completed with the modern 
accents of a steel shelf. This creates an inviting friendly atmosphere 
in the library.

LIBRARIES
           Wood & Steel
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SYSTEM FURNITURE FOR MODERN
OFFICE WORKPLACES.

Clear, simple and functional:
The modular design of the desks and system furnitu-
re offers a variety of combination options for creating 
the ideal workplace. Whether as office furniture for the 
school, accompanying office equipment for the school 
or typical workplace equipment, the attractive range 
from desks to cupboards and seats combines functio-
nality with ergonomic design.

OFFICE
        & Administration
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MUCH SPACE FOR JACKETS AND SHOES

For the equipment of wardrobes in the student, teacher resp. administrative 
area a comprehensive range is at your disposal. With the right wardrobe for 
your school you set an example. Depending on space, type of school and age 
open wardrobes for schools, cupboards and lockers are at your choice, as 
well as the classical school wardrobe with seats.

WARDROBE
             just create order

just create order
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STACKABLE MULTIPURPOSE 
CHAIRS FOR VARIABLE USE

... for seminars and training courses

... for meetings and conferences

... for visitor and waiting areas

... for open-plan and row seating

... for dining rooms

... for cafeteria etc.
 

CHAIRS
Object & Office

THE RIGHT OFFICE CHAIR 
FOR EVERY APPLICATION.

Modern office chairs can be ad-
justed to the ergonomic needs of 
the user with their individual ad-
justment of seat height, lumbar 
support, synchronous mecha-
nism and armrest height.
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HANDICRAFTS 
                             & Arts

FUNCTIONAL FURNITURE FOR CRAFTS AND ART EDUCATION

For the different needs of both subjects, Mayr school furniture has developed work-
benches, supplementary equipment and functional accessories that are suitable for 
schools.
Numerous design variants and equipment options enable individual room design and 
optimal use of space, from the workbench for the school to supplementary equipment 
for art education.
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Ing. Peter Großbichler
Project Manager 
for parts of Lower Austria, Upper Austria, 
& Styria  

p.grossbichler@mayrschulmoebel.at

Christian Stieblehner
Project Manager 
for parts of Styria & Carinthia

ch.stieblehner@mayrschulmoebel.at

Wolfgang Redl
Project Manager 
for Upper Austria 

w.redl@mayrschulmoebel.at

Klaus Neuwirth
Project Manager 
for Vienna & Burgenland

k.neuwirth@mayrschulmoebel.at

Karl Weber
Projektleiter
for Bavaria & Baden Württemberg

k.weber@mayrschulmoebel.at

Christian Loizenbaur
Projektleiter
for Bavaria & Baden Württemberg

ch.loizenbaur@mayrschulmoebel.at

Christian Weishuber
Project Manager 
for Tyrol, Vorarlberg & Italy

ch.weishuber@mayrschulmoebel.at

Arnold Digruber
Project Manager 
for Lower Austria

a.digruber@mayrschulmoebel.at

Gerald Miggisch 
Project Manager 
for Salzburg & parts of Carinthia

g.miggisch@mayrschulmoebel.at

Franz Josef Wiener
Managing Director
for export

fj.wiener@mayrschulmoebel.at

CONTACT PERSONS
Our project managers are happy to help

Already in the first planning talks we are striving to cater for our customers‘ individual wishes. 
In cooperation with our project managers we are paying particular attention to our customers‘ 
wishes and endeavor to provide appropriate offers and recommendations. As a special service 
we also offer 3D modeling of our concepts, thus making it easier for our customers to articulate 
their wishes concerning room layout and coloring. 

Areas of Delivery with Resellers 
Central and North Germany, Switzerland, Italy, 
Luxemburg, Netherlands, Denmark and Norway
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We are very well aware of our social responsibility and are 
thus supporters of a number of social projects and NGOs. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Giving makes us feel happy



Mayr-Schulmöbel GmbH
A-4644 Scharnstein, Mühldorf 2

Tel. +43 7615 / 2641-0
Fax +43 7615 / 2641-211
office@mayrschulmoebel.at
www.mayrschulmoebel.at


